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Resumen: El resumen automático tiene por objetivo reducir el tamaño de los
textos, preservando el contenido más importante. En este trabajo, proponemos al-
gunos métodos de resumen basados en dos teoŕıas semántico-discursivas: Teoŕıa de
la Estructura Retórica (Rhetorical Structure Theory, RST) y Teoŕıa de la Estruc-
tura Inter-Documento (Cross-document Structure Theory, CST). Han sido elegidas
ambas teoŕıas con el fin de abordar de un modo más relevante de un texto, los
fenómenos relacionales de inter-documentos y la distribución de subtopicos en los
textos. Los resultados muestran que el uso de informaciones semánticas y discursivas
para la selección de contenidos mejora la capacidad informativa de los resúmenes
automáticos.
Palabras clave: Resumen multidocumento, Cross-document Structure Theory,
Rhetorical Structure Theory

Abstract: Automatic multi-document summarization aims at reducing the size
of texts while preserving the important content. In this paper, we propose some
methods for automatic summarization based on two semantic discourse models:
Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) and Cross-document Structure Theory (CST).
These models are chosen in order to properly address the relevance of information,
multi-document phenomena and subtopical distribution in the source texts. The
results show that using semantic discourse knowledge for content selection improve
the informativeness of automatic summaries.
Keywords: Multi-document Summarization, Cross-document Structure Theory,
Rhetorical Structure Theory

1 Introduction

Due to the increasing amount of on-
line available information, automatic Multi-
Document Summarization (MDS) appears as
a tool that may assist people in acquiring re-
levant information in a short time. MDS aims
at producing automatic summaries from a
collection of documents, possibly from differ-
ent sources, on the same topic (Mani, 2001).
Despite the importance of MDS, automatic
summaries still have problems to be solved.

It is common to see approaches to MDS
that make uniform use of the sentences in dif-
ferent texts. However, in a source text, some
sentences are more important than others be-
cause of their position in the text or in a
rhetorical structure, thus, this feature must
be considered during the content selection
phase. In the case of news texts, select-

ing sentences from the beginning of the text
could form a good summary (Saggion and
Poibeau, 2013). Sophisticated techniques
use analysis of the discourse structure of
texts for determining the most important
sentences (Marcu, 1999; Da Cunha, Wanner,
and Cabré, 2007; Uzêda, Pardo, and Nunes,
2010).

Another challenge is how to treat si-
milarities and differences across texts that
represent the multi-document phenomena.
In order to deal with them, approaches
that achieve good results use semantic rela-
tions (Radev, 2000; Zhang, Goldenshon, and
Radev, 2002; Castro Jorge and Pardo, 2010;
Kumar et al., 2014). However, those works
have ignored the relevance of sentences in
each text together with multi-document phe-
nomena.
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It is known that a set of related texts
discussing a particular topic (a particular
subject that we write about or discuss) usu-
ally contains information related to different
subtopics (pieces of text that cover differ-
ent aspects of the main topic) (Hearst, 1997;
Salton et al., 1997; Henning, Umbrath, and
Wetzker, 2008). For example, a set of news
texts related to a natural disaster typically
contains information about the type of disas-
ter, damages, casualties and rescue efforts.
Some MDS systems combine the subtopi-
cal structure and multi-document relation-
ship (Salton et al., 1997; Harabagiu and La-
catusu, 2010; Wan, 2008) to find important
information, but do not treat the salience of
sentences in the corresponding texts.

We observe that there are not studies that
jointly deal with (1) relevance of informa-
tion, (2) multi-document phenomena and (3)
subtopical distribution as humans do when
writing summaries. As a result, the auto-
matic summaries are not representative of
the subtopics and less informative than they
could be. In order to properly treat these cri-
teria for MDS, we propose to model the MDS
process using semantic discourse theories. To
do that, we choose the theories RST (Rheto-
rical Structure Theory) (Mann and Thomp-
son, 1987) and CST (Cross-document Struc-
ture Theory) (Radev, 2000) due to their im-
portance for automatic summarization des-
cribed in many works (Marcu, 1999; Da
Cunha, Wanner, and Cabré, 2007; Uzêda,
Pardo, and Nunes, 2010; Castro Jorge and
Pardo, 2010; Zhang, Goldenshon, and Radev,
2002; Ribaldo, 2013; Kumar et al., 2014).
The RST model details major aspects of the
organization of a text and indicates relevant
discourse units. The CST model, in turn,
describes semantic connections among units
of related texts. The theories’ relations are
domain-independent.

We present some methods for MDS, ai-
ming at producing more informative and
representative summaries from the source
texts. The methods were developed over a
multi-document corpus manually annotated
with RST and CST. The results are satisfac-
tory, improve the state of the art and indicate
that the use of semantic discourse knowledge
positively affects the production of informa-
tive extracts.

This paper is organized as follows: the
next section (Section 2) reviews the two se-

mantic discourse models and some related ap-
proaches for MDS; Section 3 describes the
multi-document corpus; Section 4 defines
new methods for MDS using RST and CST;
Section 5 addresses evaluations and results;
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related work

2.1 Semantic discourse models

RST represents relations among propositions
in a text (usually represented by clauses) and
differentiates nuclear (i.e., important propo-
sitions) from satellite (i.e., additional infor-
mation) propositions. Each sentence may be
formed by one or more propositions. Rela-
tions composed of one nucleus and one satel-
lite are named mononuclear relations. On the
other hand, in multinuclear relations, two or
more nuclei participate and have the same
importance. The relationships are traditio-
nally structured in a tree-like form. RST
is probably the most used discourse model
in computational linguistics and has influ-
enced works in all language processing fields.
Particularly for automatic summarization, it
takes advantage of the fact that text seg-
ments are classified according to their im-
portance: nuclei are more informative than
satellites.

Inspired by RST, CST appears as a theory
for relating text passages from different texts
(multi-document organization) on the same
topic. It is composed by a set of relations
that detect similarities and differences among
related texts. The relations are commonly
identified between pairs of sentences, coming
from different sources, which are related by
a lexical similarity significantly higher than
random. The result of annotating a group of
texts is a graph, which is probably discon-
nected, since not all segments present rela-
tions with other segments. Researches that
have used this theory in MDS take advan-
tage of the CST relationships indicate rele-
vant information in the sources and facilitate
the processing of multi-document phenomena
(Castro Jorge and Pardo, 2010; Kumar et
al., 2014; Ribaldo, 2013; Zhang, Goldenshon,
and Radev, 2002).

2.2 Document summarization

We briefly introduces some works that have
used semantic knowledge to find relevant con-
tent in a collection of texts. Zhang, Golden-
shon, and Radev (2002) replace low-salience
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sentences with sentences that maximize the
total number of CST relations in the sum-
mary. Afantenos et al., (2008) propose a
summarization method based on pre-defined
templates and ontologies. Kumar et al.,
(2014) take into account the generic compo-
nents of a news story within a specific do-
main, such as who, what and when, to pro-
vide contextual information coverage, and
use CST to identify the most important sen-
tences.

For news texts in Brazilian Portuguese,
the state of the art consists in three different
summarization approaches (Castro Jorge and
Pardo, 2010; Ribaldo, 2013; Castro Jorge,
2015). Castro Jorge and Pardo (2010) de-
veloped the CSTSumm system that take into
account semantic relations (following CST)
to produce preference-based summaries. Sen-
tences are ranked according to the number of
CST relationship they hold. Ribaldo (2013),
in turn, developed the RSumm system, which
segments texts into subtopics and group the
subtopics using measures of similarity. Af-
ter clustering, a relationship map is created
where it is possible to visualize the structure
of subtopics and to select the relevant con-
tent by the segmented bushy path (Salton et
al., 1997). In the segmented bushy path, at
least one sentence of each subtopic is selected
to compose the summary. Following a sta-
tistical approach, Castro Jorge (2015) incor-
porated features given by RST to generative
modelling approaches. The author considers
that the number of times a sentence has been
annotated as nucleus or satellite may indicate
a pattern of summarization that humans fol-
low. The model aims to capture these pat-
terns, by computing the likelihood of sen-
tences being selected to compose a summary.
This method was named as MT-RST (which
stands for Model of text-summary Transfor-
mation with RST).

As we can see, those works do not combine
semantic discourse knowledge such as RST
and CST for content selection. In this study,
we argue that the combination of this two
(RST and CST) semantic discourse knowl-
edges improve the process of MDS.

3 The CSTNews corpus

The main resource used in this paper is the
CSTNews corpus1 (Cardoso et al., 2011; Car-

1http://www2.icmc.usp.br/∼taspardo/sucinto/cst
news.html

doso, Taboada, and Pardo, 2013), composed
of 50 clusters of news articles written in
Brazilian Portuguese, collected from several
sections of mainstream news agencies: Poli-
tics, Sports, World, Daily News, Money, and
Science. The corpus contains 140 texts al-
together, amounting to 2,088 sentences and
47,240 words. On average, the corpus con-
veys in each cluster 2.8 texts, 41.76 sentences
and 944.8 words. Besides the original texts,
each cluster conveys single document manual
summaries and multi-document manual and
automatic summaries.

The size of the summaries corresponds to
30% of the number of words of the longest
text of the cluster. All the texts in the cor-
pus were manually annotated with subtopics,
RST and CST structures in a systematic way.
The corpus is used for evaluating the pro-
posed methods for MDS, as we introduce in
what follows.

4 A semantic discourse approach
to MDS

In this section, we describe how RST, CST
and subtopics may be arranged in new me-
thods for content selection. The study was
organized in three groups: (1) methods based
solely on RST,(2) methods that combine
RST and CST, and (3) methods that inte-
grate RST, CST and subtopics. Subtopic
segmentation, clustering and CST/RST an-
notation may be done manually or automatic;
they may be independent steps from auto-
matic summarization process. It is conside-
red that the texts are previously segmented
and clustered into similar subtopics, and an-
notated with CST and RST.

4.1 Methods based solely on RST

Prior work in single document summariza-
tion has developed content selection methods
using properties of the RST tree, such as no-
tions of salience and the level of units in the
tree. The first group of methods we present is
based on this literature, specifically on Marcu
(1999), which associates a score for each node
in the RST tree depending on its nuclearity
and the depth of the tree where it occurs.
The author put forward the idea of a pro-
motion set, consisting of salient units of a
text span. The salient units of the leaves are
the leaves themselves. The salient units of
each internal node is the union of the pro-
motion sets of its nuclear children. Salient
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units that are in the promotion sets of the
top nodes of a discourse tree are more im-
portant than salient units in the nodes found
at the bottom. For scoring each textual unit,
the method attributes to the root of the tree a
score corresponding to the number of levels in
the tree and, then, traverses the tree towards
the unit under evaluation: each time the unit
is not in the promotion set of a node during
the traversing, it has the score decreased by
one. Following the same idea, we proposed
a method (which we refer to as RST-1) to
compute a score for each sentence as the sum
of its nodes’ scores (propositions), given by
Marcu’s method. It does this for all texts of a
collection and, then, a multi-document rank
of sentences is organized. From the rank, the
next step is to select only nuclear units of the
best sentences.

As an example, consider that there are 3
sentences in part A of Figure 1: sentence 1
is formed by proposition 1; sentence 2, by 2;
sentence 3, by 3 to 5. The symbols N and
S indicate the nucleus and satellite of each
rhetorical relation. Applying RST-1 method,
the score (in bold) of sentences 1 and 2 is
4, and for sentence 3 is 6 (the sum of three
propositions). As sentence 3 has the high-
est score, its nuclei are selected to compose
the summary: just the text span in node 3.
Since RST relations do not indicate if there
is redundancy between nodes (sentences from
different texts), we control it in the summary
using the cosine measure (Salton, 1989) (i.e.,
we discard selected sentences that are too
similar with previously selected sentences al-
ready in the summary).

ELABORATION

SEQUENCE

1 2

N N

SN

3

33

2

ELABORATION

VOLITIONAL-RESULT 5

N S

SN

SEQUENCE

1 2

N N

44 2

CONDITION

3 4

N S

13

A: the nodes are propositions B: the nodes are sentences

Figure 1: Example of rhetorical structure

Because all these scores depend on the
length of the text (Louis, Joshi, and Nenkova,
2010) and on the number of propositions in a
sentence, a rank based on the sum of proposi-
tions’ scores may insert discrepancies in the
method and does not mirror the important
sentences in a set of documents. In addition,
as we work on news texts, it is expected that

first sentences are more relevant, differently
from Figure 1 (part A), where the last sen-
tence was more important than the former.
As a solution, we proposed to compute the
score for sentences, not for propositions, and
to normalize each score by the height of the
tree, resulting in a number ranged from 0 to
1. In Figure 1 (part B), each node represents
a sentence; the bold numbers are sentences’
scores before normalization. From this new
sentence rank, we create two possibilities of
content selection: only nuclear units (propo-
sitions) of sentences (we refer to as RST-2)
or full sentences (RST-3).

4.2 Methods that combine RST
and CST

We present two methods that combine RST
and CST. We assume that the relevance
of a sentence is influenced by its salience,
given by RST, and its correlation with multi-
document phenomena, indicated by CST. In
this way, there are several different ways to
combine the knowledge levels to content se-
lection. As some authors write (Zhang, Gold-
enshon, and Radev, 2002; Castro Jorge and
Pardo, 2010; Kumar et al., 2014), the more
repeated and elaborated sentences between
sources are, more relevant they are, and likely
contain more CST relations. If we find the
relevant sentences in a set of related docu-
ments, we may use RST to eliminate their
satellites and make room for more informa-
tion. In the following methods, redundancy
is controlled by means of CST relationships.
For example, if there is an IDENTITY rela-
tion (when the same content appears in more
than one location) between two sentences,
only one must be selected to the summary
(usually, the shorter one).

Based on that, we propose an enhanced
version of CSTSumm system (Castro Jorge
and Pardo, 2010) with RST, which we refer
to as RC-1. In RC-1 method, we rank the
sentences according to the number of CST
relationships one sentence has. The more re-
levant a sentence is, the higher in the rank
it is. The best sentence is selected and, if it
has satellites, they are removed. Two more
variations for RC-1 that did not produce sa-
tisfactory results were tested, thus they are
not described here (Cardoso, 2014).

The second method (we refer to as RC-4)
is a combination of the number of CST rela-
tionships and RST-3 method (where the RST
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score of a sentence is normalized by its tree’s
height), constituting a score that represents
the salience of the sentence and its relevance
for a collection. In other words, RST and
CST scores are added to form the final score
of a sentence. In contrast to RC-1, RC-4 se-
lects sentences.

To illustrate RC-1 and RC-4 methods,
consider Figure 2, where there are two dis-
course trees representing two texts (D1 and
D2); D1 is upside down for better visualiza-
tion; each node is a sentence with its RST
score normalized in bold; dashed lines be-
tween texts are CST relationships. When we
apply RST-3 method to the tree of document
D1, which has height 3, we obtain the scores
3, 1, 2 and 2, for sentences 1, 2, 3 and 4, res-
pectively. After normalizing by the depth of
the tree, we obtain the scores 1, 0.3, 0.6 and
0.6.

By applying RC-1, the rank sentence is
D1 1 > {D2 1, D2 3} > {D1 2, D1 3, D2 2}
> D1 4, where DX Y indicates the sentence
Y in the document X. Sentences inside brack-
ets have the same score/importance. Using
RC-4 method, the rank is organized as fol-
lows: D1 1 > D2 1 > D2 3 > D1 3 > {D1 2,
D2 2} > D1 4.

ELABORATION

ELABORATION

1 2

N S

SN

3

0.3

0.6

ELABORATION

SEQUENCE

3 4
N N

SN

0.6

RESULT

1 2
N S

0.31 0.6

1

FOLLOW-UP

OVERLAP/ELABORATION

OVERLAP

SUBSUMPTIOND1

D2

Figure 2: Example of RST and CST relation-
ships for two texts

4.3 Methods that integrate RST,
CST and subtopics

This group of methods combines RST, CST
and subtopics and is based on lessons learned
from the previous methods. Texts are seg-
mented in subtopics (Cardoso, Taboada, and
Pardo, 2013) and similar subtopics are clus-
tered (Ribaldo, Cardoso, and Pardo, 2013).
We assume that a subtopic discussed in se-
veral documents is more significant than one
that was discussed in only one (Ercan and
Cicekli, 2008; Chen et al., 2013), thus, sen-
tences of repeated subtopics are relevant.
With that in mind, to give preference to those

subtopics during content selection, the sen-
tences receive an additional score.

We propose a method (we refer to as RCT-
1) that considers that importance of a sen-
tence as the sum of its number of CST rela-
tions, RST score (similar to RST-3 method
without normalization) and the relevance of
subtopic to which it belongs. From the
sentence rank, important content is selected
without satellite propositions. Also using the
same rank, it was created the second varia-
tion, called RCT-2, which selects sentences.

Two other variations are the RCT-3 and
RCT-4 methods. For these methods, the fi-
nal score for each sentence is similar to the
first two, with the difference that the RST
score is normalized by the size (height) of its
discourse tree, as in RST-3 and RC-4. RCT-
1 and RCT-3 only select nuclear propositions
of the best sentences, while RCT-2 and RCT-
4 pick out sentences.

Figure 3 illustrates RCT-4. As we can
see, there are three subtopics (separated by
vertical lines) in the 2 source texts, which
are identified by T1, T2 and T3. As only
subtopic T1 is repeated in the sources, sen-
tences belonging to it are preferred to com-
pose the summary. By applying RCT-4, the
sentence rank is: D1 1 > D2 1 > D1 2 >
D2 4 > D2 2 > D2 3 > {D1 3, D1 4}.

ELABORATION

1 2

N S

N

3

0.25

0.5
SEQUENCE

3 4
N N

SN

0.6

RESULT

1 2
N S

0.31 0.6

1

FOLLOW-UP

OVERLAP/ELABORATION

D1

1S

LIST

NN

4

FOLLOW-UP

ELABORATION

ELABORATION

T1 T2

T1 T3 T1

D2

ELABORATION

Figure 3: Example of RST, CST and
subtopics relationship between texts

5 Evaluation and discussion

We describe the results using ROUGE (Lin,
2004), a set of standard evaluation metrics
used in text summarization, which produces
scores that often correlate quite well with hu-
man judgments for ranking summarization
systems. It automates the comparison be-
tween model and system summaries based
on n-gram overlap. This benefit has made
ROUGE immensely popular. The results
are given in terms of Recall (R), Precision
(P) and F-measure (F). Our methods are
compared to CSTSumm (Castro Jorge and
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Pardo, 2010), RSumm (Ribaldo, 2013) and
MT-RST (Castro Jorge, 2015), which have
used the same corpus as here and represent
the state of the art in the area.

Among the RST group, the results in Ta-
ble 1 (ordered by F-measure) show that sen-
tence selection is better than only proposition
selection: RST-3 has the best ROUGE eva-
luation (for unigrams comparison, since it is
already enough for distinguishing systems).
This is a particularly interesting result, be-
cause the decision to keep sentences was due
to an attempt to soften the language quality
problems observed empirically in the sum-
maries of the RST-1 and RST-2. It is also
possible to wonder that maybe RST is too re-
fined for MDS needs, with a coarser discourse
structure being more suitable for this task.
We believe that RST may be used for improve
abstractive summarization approaches.

Methods R P F
1 RC-4 0.4374 0.4511 0.4419
2 RC-1 0.4270 0.4557 0.4391
3 RCT-4 0.4279 0.4454 0.4346
4 RCT-3 0.4151 0.4446 0.4274
5 RCT-2 0.4199 0.4399 0.4269
6 RSumm 0.3517 0.5472 0.4190
7 RCT-1 0.3987 0.4313 0.4128
8 CSTSumm 0.3557 0.4472 0.3864
9 RST-3 0.3874 0.3728 0.3781
10 RST-2 0.3579 0.3809 0.3671
11 MT-RST 0.3453 0.3534 0.3482
12 RST-1 0.3198 0.3238 0.3206

Table 1: ROUGE evaluation

In the RC group, RC-4 is slightly better in
F-measure compared to RC-1. As for RST-
3, the result of RC-4 enhances that selecting
sentences instead of propositions produces
more informative summaries. RC-4 was also
better than all other methods for recall and
F-measure; it means that the relevance of
sentences within their correspondent source
texts leads to the production of summaries
with content closer to human summary con-
tent.

In the evaluation of methods that com-
bine three knowledge types (RST, CST and
subtopics), RCT-4 had better performance.
However, RC-4 is slightly better than RCT-
4. Several factors may contribute to this: (1)
the segmentation and clustering of subtopics
may not be as good as expected; (2) the way
to deal with relevant subtopics may not be

the most appropriate one (since there are se-
veral possible ways to merge the models); or
(3) it may not be advantageous to invest in
subtopics. Besides that, summaries produced
using subtopics are similar to the ones based
only on RST and CST.

One interesting point is that all methods
of RC and RCT groups were better than
those that used the models in isolation (RST
group and CSTSumm) in terms of recall and
F-measure. With the exception of RCT-
1, those methods also outperform RSumm
in terms of F-measure. This shows that
the combination of semantic discourse know-
ledge positively affects the production of
summaries. It is also interesting to see that
most of the methods were better than the
statistical approach of the MT-RST method.

Considering only F-measure, the three
methods with better performance are: RC-
4, RC-1 and RCT-4, in this order. However,
summaries produced by the RC-1 method
present eventual low linguistic quality due to
cutting satellites, difficulting its comprehen-
sion.

We have run t-tests for the pair of me-
thods for which we wanted to check the sta-
tistical difference. The F-measure difference
is not significant when comparing RC-4 and
RCT-4 with RSumm (with 95% confidence),
but is for CSTSumm and MT-RST. When
comparing RC-4 to RCT-4, there is not sta-
tistical difference.

As illustration, Figure 4 shows an auto-
matic summary (translated from the origi-
nal language - Portuguese) produced by RC-
4 method. The source texts contain news
about the facts related to the floods that hit
North Korea. It may be noticed that RC-4
introduces sentences that are related to the
central facts of the topic that is being nar-
rated. This example reveals the power of
RST to capture the main or most salient in-
formation from a topic.

6 Conclusions

We have introduced some new methods
for MDS that combine different knowledge:
RST, CST and subtopics. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time that RST
and CST are integrated for MDS. From their
isolated study, we observe that those mod-
els may enhance the MDS process if they are
used together.

The hypothesis that RST contributes to
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[S1]At least 549 people were killed and 295 are still
missing as a result of floods that hit North Korea
in July, according to a pro-Pyongyang Japanese
newspaper.

[S2]According to the newspaper Choson Sinbo,
published by the Association of Korean Residents
in Japan (which is close to the communist regime
in North Korea), the heavy rains that flooded
much of this country in the second half of July
caused much damage.

[S3]North Korea has refused offers from interna-
tional agencies to launch campaigns to help the
country, but a local officer said last week that Py-
ongyang would accept aid from South Korea if it
was given without conditions.

Figure 4: A summary produced by RC-4

indicate relevant units for MDS is confirmed.
The results are more informative summaries
than previous approaches. Despite the inter-
vention of the RST, with the CST, which is
one of the most theories employed in MDS,
it was possible to treat multi-document phe-
nomena, identifying redundant, contradic-
tory and complementary information. The
information on subtopics and how to use
it needs more investigation; summaries pro-
duced using subtopics are similar to the ones
based only on RST and CST. We compared
the performance of our methods with the
state of the art for MDS, and the results indi-
cate that the use of semantic discourse know-
ledge positively affects the production of in-
formative summaries.

As a future work, we plan to evaluate
the linguistic quality of the automatic sum-
maries.
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